Abstract. Design loads on turbines are normally simulated with an aeroelastic model using an engineering BEM type model with the turbulent inflow generated with a turbulence model like the Mann model. There are several fundamental uncertainties in this approach, e.g. how well the unsteady induction in response to the turbulent flow is computed. However, within the last few years full 3D CFD rotor computations with turbulent inflow have been performed which can provide detailed insight into this complex load response. In the present work we present computations with the EllipSys3D solver on the 80m diameter NM80 turbine used in the DANAERO project where surface pressure measurements at four radial positions were conducted. The aerodynamic loads integrated from the pressure distributions have been derived and compared with computations by the aeroelastic code HAWC2. Overall a very good correlation is found by comparing PSD spectra of the measured sectional blade forces with HAWC2 simulations using specific flow input from the meteorology mast at six heights. In another comparison using purely turbulent inflow for the simulations on the NM80 rotor some deviations between the force spectra are found between EllipSys3D results and HAWC2 simulations at the inboard part of the blade and at high frequencies.
Introduction
Detailed experimental data on the aerodynamics of full scale turbines are sparse and much of the aeroelastic code validation is therefore carried out comparing integral moments, torque and power. However, this is an uncertain way of validating codes as counteracting model deficiencies unintendedly can lead to a satisfactory correlation with experiments. Therefore detailed aerodynamic measurements on full scale turbines operating in the atmospheric flow are highly needed. Such type of measurements were carried out in 2009 within the DANAERO project [1] , [2] , [3] . Pressure distributions were measured at four radial stations on the full scale blade of the 80m diameter NM80 rotor. The unsteady aerodynamic loads integrated from the pressure distributions provide a unique basis for detailed validations of low fidelity codes like lifting line and BEM type codes using airfoil data as input. In the present work the validation exercise also comprises simulations with the EllipSys3D [5] , [6] in a setup with turbulent inflow and a full resolution of the flow around the blades. Combining the high fidelity model results and the detailed experimental aerodynamic load response data form an ideal basis for the engineering model validation. The low fidelity codes usually assume frozen turbulence, where the rotor is moved through a pregenerated turbulence box. We know however, that the flow is decelerated and expanding when approaching the rotor which means that the turbulent structures can be expected to be deformed to some degree. Also the details on how the induced velocities are computed for turbulent inflow and shear cannot directly be derived from the basic BEM theory as this is only valid for steady, uniform inflow. An improved insight into these questions and in general an investigation of the uncertainty of the aerodynamic load response in turbulent inflow are the main objective with the present model validation exercise.
Besides the detailed experimental aerodynamic data the high fidelity rotor computations by the EllipSys3D code provide an enhanced basis for engineering model validations as force and flow data can be extracted at almost arbitrary points which are not possible by the experimental data. The CFD simulations provide also insight into the requirements to the grid in order to resolve the atmospheric turbulent inflow and thus also the band width of the unsteady forces on the blades.
The paper is organized in the following way. A brief description of the DANAERO experiment and the approach for selecting the data set used in the present work are presented in section 2. Then follows a description of the modelling set-up for the HAWC2 and the EllipSys3D code in section 3. Finally, the comparisons and validation results are presented and discussed in section 4 followed by a conclusion section.
2. The DANAERO experiment and data selection for the present work 2.1. The DANAERO experiments The DANAERO experiments were conducted in the period from 2007-2010 in cooperation between the Technical University of Denmark and the industrial partners Siemens, Vestas, LM and DONG Energy [1] , [2] .
The overall objective of the project was to provide detailed experimental data from full scale turbines in order to study fundamental aspects of aerodynamics, aeroelasticity and aeroacoustics. In a follow up DANAEROII project [3] from 2010-2013 the experimental data were processed and calibrated and finally stored in a data base.
Pressure and inflow measurements on the NM80 turbine
The main experiment in the DANAERO project was blade surface pressure and inflow measurements at four radial positions, approximately at r/R=0.33 (section 03), 0.48 (section 05), 0.75 (section 08) and 0.93 (section 10) on the NM80 turbine, see sketch to the left in Figure  1 and Table 1 . section 10 of the blade. In order to install the surface pressure measurement equipment and the surface microphones it was necessary to build a completely new blade so that the instruments could be installed during the blade manufacturing process. This was in particular true for the two outboard instrumented sections as these sections could not be accessed after the blade assembling. The test blade installed on the turbine is shown on the photo to the right in Figure 1 .
An overview of the blade instrumentation is given in Table 1 . It comprised 64 pressure taps at four radial stations, five hole pitot tubes close to these radial positions and finally at the outboard section 56 flush mounted surface microphones.
Data acquisition was carried out with three different systems as the different type of sensors require different scan rates, Table 1 . A common synchronization signal was sampled by all the three systems which allowed time alignment of the signals when postprocessing the data.
2.3. Selection of the data set for the present study As the main objective of the present study has been to study the aerodynamic response in turbulent inflow we have searched for data sets where the wind shear is minimal, the rotational speed almost constant and no major yaw error. One particular test case with a length of 250 s from the DANAERO data base with a mean wind speed around 6m/s fullfilled these conditions as shown in Figure 2 . The aerodynamic sectional forces for the case are shown in Figure 3 . Finally the statistics of the main channels of the test case are presented in Table 2 .
The set-up for HAWC2 and EllipSys3D simulations
It was decided to use only the HAWC2 simulations for direct comparison with the experimental data. This is mainly because there are minor differences in wind speed and wind direction over the span of the rotor as can be seen in Table 2 although the data set was chosen due to low wind shear. As these small deviations from uniform inflow were not included in the EllipSys3D simulations it causes an uncertainty in a direct comparison with the measurements. In HAWC2 the wind shear and vear were accounted for by adjusting the mean axial and cross wind speed as function of height. However, we make then a separate comparison between EllipSys3D and HAWC2 simulations for only turbulent inflow where the turbulence box for HAWC2 is generated from sampling of the CFD generated flow at the rotor position, however without the turbine inserted into the flow.
HAWC2 set-up for direct comparison with measurements
The mean wind speed at hub height of 57m is 6.04m/s with a Std dev of 0.41m/s as seen in Table 2 . In HAWC2 the inflow mean speed was adjusted to the actual measured ones at the Table 2 . Likewise a cross component wind speed is inserted to give the actual wind direction deviations from the wind direction at hub height. A Mann [10] turbulence box was generated to fit the measured Std dev and mean wind speed at hub height. The following parameters were used: α =0.014, L=33.9, Γ=3.9 and seed nr. 34. Length of box : 1525m -resolution Dx : 0.37m Nx :4096 Width of box : 81.92m -resolution Dy : 1.28m Ny :64 Height of box : 81.92m -resolution Dz : 1.28m Nz :64
The box dimension in the flow direction fits the simulation time and the mean wind speed so that the entire box is used for the 250 sec simulation time. In the lateral direction the size of the box just encompasses the rotor. The seed was arbitrarily chosen to 34 but it will be shown later how the results vary for different seeds. In the left graph of Figure 4 a time trace of the axial flow component at the center of the Mann box is compared with the anemometer and sonic measurements at hub height. In the right graph the power spectra of the simulated wind show very good correlation with the anemometer spectrum.
Both simulations with the standard HAWC2 version with BEM aerodynamics as well as the version with a near wake model for the trailed vorticity HAWC2-NW [4] has been used for comparisons with the measurements. The rotor speed was constant and set to the measured Table 2 : The statistics of the main channels for the selected data set. value of 12.3 rpm as seen in Table 2 . The airfoil data set used is based on 2D wind tunnel tests on four airfoil sections with the same geometry as the sections on the rotor. A 3D correction was afterwards applied using the 3D correction model of Bak [7] . Further information on the airfoil data set can be found in [8] .
The set-up of the EllipSys3D simulations
A comprehensive work on rotor simulations with turbulent inflow was conducted within the recently finished project AVATAR.EU. This work is reported in [9] and contains a detailed 
Results

HAWC2 simulations compared with measurements
A comparison of the spectra of the measured and simulated force components, tangential and normal to the chord, respectively, are shown in Figure 5 and 6. A very good correlation is found, however with slightly lower spectra in the simulations at the highest frequencies for the two outboard sections. The increasing influence of the rotational sampling, shifting energy of the spectrum below 1p to higher frequencies, is clearly seen in the comparison of the spectra at the different radial positions. It can also be seen that the difference between the two versions of HAWC2 is small when comparing these spectra. Further it can be noted that we tested the influence of a coarser turbulence grid with a resolution of 2.94 x 2.56 x 2.56 [m 3 ] and found a considerably lower correlation with the measurements, particularly lower peaks at 1p, 2p etc..
A comparison of the Std dev of the simulated and measured unsteady aerodynamic forces along the blade is shown in Figure 7 . For the chordwise component the correlation is almost perfect while there is a tendency to an underestimation of the Std dev on the outboard part of the blade and the opposite on the inboard part. When comparing the results from the two The tendency mentioned above with slightly under prediction of the Std dev of the unsteady forces on the outboard part and the opposite on the inboard part is also apparent in Figure 8 where the accumulated power spectra of the normal force component as function of frequency are shown for different seeds of the turbulence used in the HAWC2 simulations. For the two outboard sections the increased accumulated energy is not least found at the highest frequencies. It corresponds to the small deviations found in the spectra above. As concerns the differences in spectra between the different seeds much are due to differences at the lowest frequencies as expected due to the high statistical uncertainty here. If the spectra were shifted to the same value at e.g. 0.1 Hz the deviations at higher frequencies would be much less. 
A comparison of EllipSys3D and HAWC2 simulations
Using the turbulence field sampled from the CFD generated flow field as input for the HAWC2 simulations provides an optimal basis for a detailed comparison as the uncertainty of differences in flow input is reduced to a minimum. We use the spectra of the in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) aerodynamic forces for comparison of the models, Figures 9 and 10 . For the outboard two sections the spectra for the OOP forces correlate well as seen in Figure 10 . However, for all the sections the spectra of the CFD simulations start to decrease above 2-3 Hz which is not seen in the HAWC2 simulations. The reason for this tendency is not clear and will be further investigated. For the most inboard section the results deviate due to stall in the CFD simulations and this influences also partly the results at the neighboring section. The stall is not seen in the measured pressure distributions and not in the HAWC2 simulations so this discrepancy is another subject for further investigations.
Conclusions
A data set comprising aerodynamic sectional forces at four radial positions derived from blade pressure measurements on a full scale rotor has been compared with results from the aeroelastic HAWC2 code with BEM type aerodynamics. A very good correlation of spectra of the forces is found with only minor tendencies to deviations. This indicates that the many assumptions and simplifications in simulating the force response to turbulent inflow in a BEM type engineering aeroelastic code do not cause major uncertainty in the simulated loads. This is confirmed by a parallel comparison with simulated aerodynamic forces with the high fidelity EllipSys3D code for the two outboard sections at 75% and 93% radial position although deviations are seen in the spectra for frequencies above 2-3 Hz. For the two inboard stations major deviations were found due to stall in the CFD simulations which was not seen in the HAWC2 simulations and not in the measured pressure distributions. This will be further investigated.
